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How to Handle an FDA Inspection

I. INTRODUCTION
The processing of seafood products in inter-

state commerce is subject to regulation by the fed-

eral government including especially the United
States Food and Drug Administration  FDA!. Ac-
cordingly, it is important for United States seafood
processors to understand the procedures that are fol-
lowed by FDA during inspections of processors, and
to understand also the FDA's rights and obligations

as well as a processor's rights and obligations.
Furthermore, regulatory requirements for

seafood processors have expanded recently pursu-
ant to FDA's issuance of new regulations to govern
the manufacture of "fish and fishery products," in-

cluding regulations that establish "Hazard Analysis
Critical Control Point  HACCP!" requirements.'
This manual includes coverage of changes in the law
with respect to FDA inspections that result from the

new HACCP requirements.
FDA inspections have a serious regulatory

purpose, The inspector comes, usually, to determine
whether the inspected processor is complying with
the requirements of the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act  FDC Act! and FDA regulations. The

processor must regard the inspector as a policeman
gathering evidence, evidence that ultimately could
be used against the processor, Almost every FDA-
initiated recall, civil seizure action, injunction ac-

tion, and criminal prosecution has as its basis data
acquired by an FDA inspector during an inspection.
Therefore, it is critically important that a processor
have a good understanding of FDA's rights and of
the processor's rights during an inspection, and that
the processor act accordingly to manage the inspec-
tion to protect itself as best it can.

Every seafood processor should have a stan-

dard operating procedure, a written plan, for coping
with the FDA inspection. The plan should explain
for affected personnel  A! FDAs rights,  B! the
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company's rights, and  C! company policies and
practices to be followed during the FDA inspection,
This manual is intended to help U,S. seafood pro-

cessors to develop such a plan, or to review and re-
fine their existing plan.

A useful way to approach this subject is to
review considerations with respect to a typical FDA

inspection, from start to finish.

II. RECEIVING THE INSPECTOR

Before beginning an inspection, an FDA in-
spector is required by the FDC Act to present  A!
credentials identifying himself/herself and  B! a writ-
ten notice of inspection  Form FDA 482! to the
owner, operator, or agent in charge of the establish-
ment to be inspected.' A seafood processor's in-
spection plan should designate the person  hereafter
sornetirnes referred to as "the processor's represen-

tative"! to receive and accompany the inspector.
"Back-up" personnel should also be identified. These
persons should be trained so that they understand
thoroughly the extent of FDA's rights, the processor's
rights, and the processor's policies with respect to
the various matters that are likely to arise during an

inspection.

III. PROCESSOR'S RECORD OF
THE INSPECTION

Upon receiving the inspector, the processor's
representative should begin immediately to compile
a comprehensive record of the inspection. This
record should open with the notice of inspection pro-
vided by the inspector. The processor's representa-

tive should examine each inspector's credentials and

record the full name of each inspector. If, later, FDA

should institute an enforcement action based upon

the inspection, the company will want to be certain
of the identity of each FDA inspector, for deposi-

tions or other preparation of its defense.



IV. WHAT ABOUT A WARRANTP

The FDC Act provides that FDA inspectors

are authorized...

to enter, at reasonable times, any
factory, warehouse, or establishment

in which food... [is] inanufactured,

processed, packed, or held, for intro-
duction into interstate commerce or

aAer such introduction, or to enter

any vehicle being used to transport
or hold such food... in interstate com-

merce; and... to inspect...-'

The FDC Act makes no mention of requiring a war-

rant from a United States district judge or magis-
trate to authorize the inspection. Furthermore, the

FDC Act provides that "refusal to permit entry or
inspection" is a criminal offense.'

However, in 1978 the United States Supreme

Court, in Marshall v. Barlow's, Inc., ruled that it is

unconstitutional for inspectors of the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration  OSHA! to con-
duct an inspection without a warrant unless the in-
spected company consents to the inspection.' In this
decision, the Supreme Court stated that "warrant-

less searches are generally unreasonable" and that

"this rule applies to commercial premises as well as
homes." Nevertheless, the Supreme Court also stated

that warrantless inspections are permitted, as an "ex-
ception," for "pervasively regulated" businesses
"long subject to close supervision and inspection."
The Court identified the "liquor" and "firearms" in-

dustries as examples of the exceptional types of busi-
nesses for which warrantless inspections are permit-

ted without the consent of an inspected firm.

FDA asserts that food processors that are

subject to regulation under the FDC Act come within
the exception in Marshall v. Barlow's, Inc. that per-
mits unconsented warrantless inspections of perva-

sively regulated industries. However, United States
courts have ruled "both ways" on the issue of whether
an unconsented and warrantless inspection under the
FDC Act is constitutional in light of the Barlow's

decision.' Probably in part because FDA usually
can easily obtain an inspection warrant anyway, sim-
ply by telling a United States district judge or mag-
istrate that the Agency has not inspected a particular

processing establishment for a while and that it wants

to review the processing operations there, most pro-
cessors permit an inspection without attempting to
insist upon a warrant. This appears to be the most
prudent and appropriate course of action in most cir-
cumstances.

FDA does not routinely obtain a warrant be-

fore attempting to conduct an inspection. If ever an
FDA inspector should arrive at a processing estab-
lishment accompanied by a U,S. inarshal armed with
a warrant, this would be a most unusual and suspi-

cious circuinstance, requiring prompt and careful
attention. If the warrant were to provide for photo-
graphs, for access to particular confidential records,
or for other FDA activity that the processor other-

wise would refuse to permit, it wouM be especially
important to react immediately; a processor might
find it necessary to comply with the warrant until
the processor's attorney could reach the judge or
magistrate who issued the document.

V. BEFORE THE INSPECTION BEGINS
Before the inspector begins to examine a pro-

cessing establishment, the processor's representative
should ask why the inspector is there, and what the
inspector intends to review. It sometimes happens,
for example, that the inspector is interested in a par-
ticular subject, and that a processor can immediately
obtain and provide desired information without open-
ing the door for the inspector to wander generally
through the processor's establishment.

Also, before the inspection begins, the

processor's representative should tell the inspector
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of any company policies that will control the inspec-
tion. For example, a processor may want to tell the
inspector  A! that company policy prohibits taking
cameras into the plant and that the inspector must
leave any camera in his/her car or in the company
representative's office, and  B! that any questions or
requests for information are to be directed only to
the designated company representative and not to
other company employees. �n sections XI,-XII.
below, this manual reviews severa] policies that in-
spected processors should consider adopting.!

VI. CONDUCT OF THE INSPECTIONI-
FDA'S RIGHTS OF ACCESS TO THE
PROCESSOR'S OPERATIONS, PROD-
UCTS, AND RECORDS; EFFECTS OF
NEW HACCP REGUEATIONS

Suppose the inspector states that his/her pur-
pose is to conduct a routine surveillance inspection
of the processing establishment, including review of
any HACCP plan and HACCP compliance records.
What is the extent of FDA's inspection authority?

A. FDA's Basic inspection Authority
The FDC Act states that FDA is given authority

to inspect, at reasonable tiines and

reasonable manner, such factory,

warehouse, establishment, or vehicle
and all pertinent e ui ment finished
and unfinished materials containers

~and iahelin therein.'

Note, however, what the Act does not state.

It does not mention, for example, any FDA right of
access to manufacturing records such as HACCP
records, batch production records, results of labora-
tory analyses, or complaint files. Most food proces-
-sors are not required to provide such records to the

FDA.
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B. Additional FE}A Inspection Authority
Resulting from FOA's HACCP
Regulationsi- Generally

However, seafood processors are subject to
more rigorous manufacturing and inspection require-
ments than many other food processors.

In the Federal Register of December 18,
1995, FDA published new final regulations for "Fish
and Fishery Products."" The new regulations be-
came effective on December 18, 1997. The FDA

press release that announced the issuance of these
regulations characterized them as a major new de-
velopment in advancing the cause of food safety and
included the fol]owing statements:

The Clinton Administration

today moved to increase the safety
of the U,S, food supply by requiring
that seafood processors use preventive
controls to keep unsafe products from
reaching consumers.

The new Food and Drug

Administration regulations represent
a revolution in the way food is protected.
The regulations based on principles
of a system called Hazard Analysis
Critical Control Point  HACCP!

replace the approach adopted in
the early 1900s that addressed safety
problems after the fact with new
procedures under which food processors
will take greater responsibility for pre-
paring safe food, and government and
industry will work more closely to-
gether to protect public health.

lt is estimated that these

regulations will prevent 20,000 to
60,000 seafood poisonings a year,
which cost consumers up to $116
million annually...



The key HACCP components of the

system are: identification of potential

problems that could make seafood

hazardous; establishment and monitor-

ing of targeted control points to

minimize such risks; ~an k<~ei~in t

Under the FDA rule, seafood

processors will have to identify hazards

that, without preventive controls, are

reasonably likely to affect the safety
of the products. If at least one such

hazard can be identified, the firm will

be required to adopt and implement

an appropriate HACCP plan. For ex-

ample, a highly mechanized processing
line would be checked regularly for

nietal fragments in the food and records
~ke t of those checks. In addition to

helping ensure that the food is free of
such contaminants, this process also

helps manufacturers who subsequently

have problems with their food determine
how and when those problems couM

have occurred.

Seafo d rocessors usin

the HACCP s stem will continue to be

monitored under FDA surveillance

and ins ection r rams. HA P

record kee in will enable FDA

re lators to monit r roduct safe

more closel and on a more con-

tinuous basis than throu h s t he ks.'

The underlying legal premise of the HACCP

regulations is that a seafood product that has been
produced in violation of the requirements of the regu-

lations or of a processor's HACCP plan may be
deemed to be "adulterated," in violation of

section 402 a!�! of the FDC Act, in that it will have

been prepared, packed, or held under insanitary con-

ditions whereby it "may" have become contamiriated
with filth, or whereby it "mayas have been rendered-
injurious to health. '

It is of interest in this regard that the courts

have held that a food may be deemed to be adulter-

ated under section 402 a!�! of the FDC Act
writhe t proof that the food actually is coutatui-

riated with filth or actually has been rendered

injurious to health; the statute requires ~onl that it
be shown that a food "~ma "have become defec-
tive.  In a case that provides an instructive ex-

ample of how FDA can use section 402 a!�!, the
United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth

Circuit, after describing conditions in a food

processing establishment in which food had been

held in open containers in a building in which

pigeons were flying about, stated that the "pigeons
were not housebroken" arid condemned the food as

adulterated in violation of section 402 a!�!, even

though there was no direct evidence that pigeon

droppings in fact had ever fallen into the food

containers or touched the food,!"

FDA, in its explanatory preamble to the
final HACCP regulations, says that it does not

intend to seek unreasonable penalties such as
destruction for technical HACCP violations. For

example, FDA states,

The agency has heard consid-

erable concern that it will automatic-

ally seek to seize or otherwise remove

from commerce all products being pro
duced under a HACCP system that is

determined to be deficient in any res-

pect. That concern is unfounded...

FDA's reaction will depend... on the

overall public health significance of the

deficiency...

FDA has alongstanding practice

of tailoring its regulatory response to

the facts. A deviation from any of the
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provisions of these regulations...
carries the potential for regulatory
action pursuant to section 402 a!�! of
the act. However, FDA intends to en-

force these regulations in a manner that
focuses on those deviations that have

the greatest potential for causing harm.
It is not FDA's intent to pursue regula-
tory action against a product or a pro-
cessor exclusively for clerical errors or
minor errors of omission. To do so

would certainly not be an efficient use
of agency resources, nor would it be in
the best interests of the consuming pub

Such statements by FDA are reassuring. It
should be remembered, however, that if ever the

agency disagrees with a company's view that a par-
ticular HACCP violation is not especially significant,
and instead decides to pursue a serious enforcement
action, the agency has written its regulations to en-
able it to assert that the affected seafood product is
adulterated, which enables the agency thereby to
assert that the food is subject to seizure and destruc-
tion, and also, to assert that responsible corporations
and individuals are subject to an action for injunc-
tion, or even to criminal prosecution."

Clearly, all of this is a major new regulatory
program for the seafood processing industry.

C. Particular Records That Must Be Made
Available to FDA Under the HACCP

Regulations

The purpose of this manual is to review
FDA's inspection authority and to advise United
States seafood processors about how best to handle
an FDA inspection. This manual is not intended to
be a primer about the requiremerits of HACCP for
properly managing quality assurance operations in
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a seafood establishment, U.S. seafood processors

who have questions about applying HACCP require-
ments to their manufacturing, packaging, or other
processing operations may wish to call the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University or to con-
sult with appropriate experts in seafood processing
operations. However, in order to provide guidance
about certain FDA inspection matters, it is neces-
sary at this point for this manual to review certain
FDA HACCP requirements with respect to mainte-
nance of certain types of records:

1. "Hazard analysis"
The new FDA regulations require each sea-

food processor to conduct, or to have conducted for
it, a "hazard analysis" to determine whether there
are food safety "hazards" that are reasonably likely
to occur "for each kind of fish and fishery product
processed by that processor," and to identify the
"preventive measures" that the processor can apply
to control those hazards.'4

2. "HACCP plan"
The FDA regulations also provide that every

seafood processor "shall have and implement a writ-
ten HACCP plan whenever a hazard analysis reveals
one or more food safety hazards that are reasonably
likely to occur." There must be a "specific" HACCP
plan for "each location where fish and fishery prod-
ucts are processed" and for "each kind of fish and
fishery product processed" although the plan "may
group kinds of fish and fishery products together,
or group kinds of production methods together" if
the hazards, critical control points, critical limits,
and procedures that are required to be identified and
performed are "identical for all fish and fishery prod-
ucts so grouped or for all production methods so
grouped.""

3. "Sanitation controls"

The FDA HACCP regulations provide that
"sanitation controls" "may be"  but are not required



to be! included in the HACCP plan."

4. "Corrective actions"

FDA regulations provide that "whenever a

deviation from a critical limit occurs," a processor
shall take one of several possible "corrective ac-
tions" specified in the regulations. The regulations
then provide that "all corrective actions... shall be

fully documented in records...."

5. "Ver Ncation"

FDA regulations require that every seafood
processor "shall verify that the HACCP plan is ad-

equate to control food safety hazards that are rea-

sonably likely to occur, and that the plan is being
effectively implemented." Requirements are estab-
lished for reassessment of the HACCP plan at least
annually, for ongoing verification activities such as

regular review of consumer complaints, and for a
review including signing and dating of records re-
lating to monitoring of the critical control points, of
the taking of corrective actions, and of the calibrat-
ing of any process control instruments.'"

6. Record retention

The FDA regulations require that all

HACCP-related records required by the regulations
"shall be retained at the processing facility or

importer's place of business in the United States

for at least one year after the date they were pre-
pared in the case of refrigerated products and for at

least two years after the date they were prepared in

the case of frozen, preserved, or shelf-stable prod-
ucts."" Furthermore, records that relate to the "gen-

eral adequacy of equipment or processes being
used," including the "results of scientific studies and

evaluations," are required to be retained at the pro-

cessing facility or the importer's place of business
in the United States "for at least two years after their

applicability to the product being produced at the
facility." "

T. FDA inspection of records
FDA's HACCP regulations require that "all-

records" and "all plans and procedures" required
by the regulations, including the records described
above in this manual, "shall be available for offi-

cial review and copying" � i.e., including review
and copying by an FDA inspector conducting an
establishment inspection � "at reasonable times."

This means that, in general, all HACCP records need

to be readily available for review by an FDA in-
spector at all times."

8. Records concerning "sanitation control
procedures"

In addition, the new FDA regulations require
certain "sanitation control" procedures and related

record-keeping, and although these sanitation con-
trols and records are not required to be part of the

HACCP controls and records � see

subsection VI.C.3. above � nevertheless, the regu-
lations provide that these sanitation records also are

subject to the requirements concerning maintenance
and availability to FDA inspectors described above
for HACCP records."

9. Summary

In sum, as a part of the new FDA regulations

concerning HACCP, FDA has required that a wide

range of detailed records be maintained concerning

hazard analysis, a processor's HACCP plan, the pro-

cedures actually followed to control hazards, and

sanitation controls, and, that these records be kept

readily available for review and copying by FDA

inspectors.
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VII. COMMENT: I:DA'S REGULATIONS
RE ACCESS TO A PROCESSOR'S
HACCP RECORDS MAV EXCEED
THE AGENCV'S AUTHORlTV
The record-access provisions of the FDA's

HACCP regulations, described above in
section VI.C. of this manual, appear to be at odds
with section 704 a! l! of the FDC Act,'4 quoted
above in section VI.A., which provides that in the
case of "any factory, warehouse, or establishment in
which food, drugs, devices, or cosmetics are manu-
factured, processed, packed, or heM...," FDA in
spectors have authority "to inspect, at reasonable
times and within reasonable limits and in a reason-

able manner, such factory, warehouse, establish-
ment... and aii pettinern~ui ment, tinished and
nnfinishe ma riais cnn ainers, and ~tabetic
therein."  Emphasis added.! This provision does
not appear to authorize FDA access to food manu-
facturing records.

Indeed, in the immediately-following sen-

tence, this same section of the FDC Act states,

ln the case of any factory, warehouse,
establishment, or consulting labora-

tory in which r ri ti n dru
n n res ri tiondru s inten e f r

human use r restricted devices are

manufactured, processed, packed, or
held, inspection shall extend to all

s Id'g d n

a ers rocesses controls and

facilities! bearing on whether
prescription drugs, nonprescription
drugs intended for human use, or
restricted devices [are in violation

of the Act]."

Pursuant to this provision of the law, it has been as-
sumed by many persons for many years that FDA's
authority to require the production of manufactur-
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ing records during an inspection generally is limited
to drugs and devices and generally does not apply to
foods.

Nevertheless, the situation is not quite so
simple. FDA occasionally has relied upon other sec-
tions of the FDC Act to justify an asserted right of
mandatory access to certain manufacturing records
for its inspectors in situations where section 704
would not provide such access, For example, the
agency's regulations that govern manufacture of low-
acid foods that are packaged in hermetically sealed
containers provide for such access, based ultimately
on a threat of issuing a requirement for an emergency
permit pursuant to section 404 of the FDC Act."
 There does not appear to be any judicial ruling upon
whether the provision of FDA's low-acid food regu-
lations requiring release of such records is valid,
however.!

FDA asserted in its preamble to the final sea-
food HACCP regulations that agency access to manu-

facturing records is needed for FDA to verify that a
company is complying with the HACCP require-
ments." That, however, is not necessarily a suffi-
cient justification for interpreting the statute to per-
mit FDA to require such access. If the need to verify
compliance with requirements were a sufficient ba-
sis to justify mandatory access to food manufactur-
ing records, the limitation on FDA's right of access
to such records in section 704 a! l! of the FDC Act

would be a largely-meaningless provision that the
agency could almost always avoid, since it will al-
most always be the case that the inost efficient way
for FDA to verify compliance with requirements for
foods is to have mandatory access to the manufac-
turing records � which section 704 a!�! clearly does
not authorize in the case of foods.

On balance, however, it appears that

 A! although reasonable aguments can be made that
FDA's asserted right of access to HACCP records
exceeds the agency's authority, and, that if the agency
truly believes it must have such access to seafood
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manufacturing records, it should make its arguments
to the Congress, which has the power to amend the

FDC Act, nevertheless,  B! FDAmay be able to make
reasonable arguments for its conflicting point-of-

view, and therefore  C! it is doubtful that any sea-

food processor will want to be the subject of a "test
case" in court about the matter. In any event, it ap-

pears that most seafood processors let FDA inspec-
tors review the processors' HACCP records.

VIII. COMMENT RE CONFIDENTIALIlY OF

A COMPANY'S HACCP RECORDS

WHEN REVEALED TO FDA

One reason for concern about the matter of

FDA access to HACCP and sanitation control records

is that, once such records are in the agency's posses-

sion, there is no guarantee that they will not subse-

quently become available to the general public  in-

cluding competitors and the news media!.
FDA's regulations suggest that such records

will be heid in confidence by the agency ~to a de ree.
I.e., the regulations provide as follows.

... all plans and records required [by the
FDA HACCP regulations and obtained

by FDA] are not available for public
disclosure unless they have been

previously disclosed to the public...

or they relate to a product or ingredient

that has been abandoned and they no

longer represent a trade secret or

confidential commercial or financial

information....'"

However, the regulations then also provide:

... these records and plans may be sub-
ject to disclosure to the extent that

they are otherwise publicly available, or
that disclosure could not reasonably be

expected to cause a competitive hard-

ship, such as generic-type HACCP plans
that reflect standard industry practices."

In response, it might be noted that FDA's re-

lease of any HACCP plan  "genericaa or not! for a
particular processor wouM show to the processor's

competitors what that processor was doing in its

manufacturing operations � information that would

appear to be regarded as confidential by many pro-

cessors. Furthermore, it is not at all clear that FDA

will accept that HACCP records that document ad-

verse events such as product contamination  i.e.,

records that could be highly damaging if the infor-
mation were to become public and were to be fea-

tured in the press or referenced by competitors! will
qualify as "trade secret or confidential commercial
or financial information" and thereby be exempt from
release to the public by FDA. However, at this early
stage in FDA's enforcement of the seafood HACCP

regulations, it is too soon to tell how rigorous FDA
will be in practice about resisting release to the pub-
lic of a company's HACCP records.

IX. TAKING OF SAMPLES

The FDC Act provides that the FDA inspec-

tor is authorized to collect product samples." Dur-

ing an inspection, FDA inspectors routinely take

samples of finished and unfinished seafood products

and of labeling, and processors generally permit the
taking of reasonable samples of this type. The courts

have recognized that this is an appropriate inspec-
tion function." One may insist that the inspector

pay for the fair value of samples taken, but many
processors do not bother to do this unless the value

is substantial.

X. "HOLDING" A SUSPECT PRODUCT

While the FDA inspector may take samples

of seafood products in a processor's establishment,

the inspector does not have the authority to detain or

embargo seafood products that the inspector believes



to be in violation of the FDC Act  except, under cer-
tain established procedures, for items that are in the
process of being iinported into the United States!.
The inspector inay, however, r@gest that a proces-
sor viol tarii hold a seafood product that the in-
spector believes to be adulterated or misbranded.

"Seizure" of a seafood product in a
processor's establishment pursuant to the FDC Act
generally requires the institution of a civil proceed-
ing in a United States district court." In general,
before a seafood product can be "seized" under the
FDC Act, the following chain of events must occur:
The FDA district office recommends to FDA head-

quarters that a civil seizure be instituted, and if FDA
headquarters agrees, the FDA chief counsel writes
to the local United States attorney, requesting the
initiation of a civil seizure action. Assuining the

United States attorney agrees  as he/she usually
does!, he/she files a complaint for forfeiture in the
local United States district court, and then the United

States marshal serves upon the product a "warrant
for arrest." Service of this warrant upon the product
accomplishes seizure. Thereafter, there will be a trial
be fore the court to determine, on the merits, whether

the food is adulterated or misbranded and should be

condemned as alleged by FDA.  However, FDA may
ask state health officials to detain foods until a fed-

eral civil seizure action is accomplished, State offi-
cials oAen can exercise authority under state law
immediately to embargo food that is believed to be
adulterated or misbranded." !

XI. CONDUCT OF THE INSPECTION�
PROTECTING THE PROCESSOR'S
RIGHTS AND INTERESTS
Let's now consider several policies or

procedures that a seafood processor should con-
sider adopting to try to manage the conduct of the
FDA inspection, in order to protect the processor's
rights and interests:

Accompany the FDA inspector a~tall tim
Do not allow the inspector to proceed un-
attended by a representative of the processor.

~ Advise the inspector that any questions or
requests for data are to be directed ~nl to the
processor's designated representative.

 The FDC Act authorizes only "reasonable" inspec-
tions, and, surely, it is not reasonable to permit some-
one who is not an employee to roain unattended
through a processing establishment asking questions
of whomever he or she pleases. Such activity could
be disruptive of production and perhaps even dan-
gerous to someone who is not familiar with the plant.!

~ Employees other than the processor's repre-
sentative should be instructed not to speak to

the inspector. They should not volunteer
conversation, and if asked a question by the
inspector, they should respond that it is corn-
pany policy not to discuss their work with
visitors and that any questions should be
directed to the representative designated to

accompany the inspector.

~ The company representative should keep a
detailed record of all that the inspector says

or does. This information may become

important in the future, especially if FDA
should undertake regulatory action based
upon the inspection.

~ Whenever the FDA inspector takes a sample
of anything, the company representative also
should immediately take a sample of the
same article, to be maintained as a part of
the company's record of the inspection. For
example, if FDA samples a particular lot of
finished product, or a particular label, the
processor will want to be certain that it has



taken an identical companion sample, which
will then be available for efficient reference

and review if FDA subsequently asks ques

tions or undertakes regulatory action.

~ D not si n or initial "affi avits" or other

duroc m~; FDA inspectors frequently
enter information that they believe to be
iinportant on a form entitled Affidavit"
ind then ask a processor's representative to

sign or initial the form, thereby acknowl
edging the accuracy of the statement.
There is li ati n t ' r ini i 1 n

s chaffidavit an r isno oodre n

~to do s . Any admissions in the statement
could be used against the processor in
court.

 Many food companies have a standard policy that
their employees are not authorized to sign or initial
any documents for an FDA inspector. If the
inspector asks for written acknowledgment with
respect to a particular matter, the company repre-
sentative can ask the inspector to submit a written
request to the company, for review and consider-
ation by management and company counsel. In
practice, this oAen will be the end of the matter
because FDA inspectors generally are loath to
request anything in writing,!

lf the FDA inspector calls the company
representative's attention to a violation of
law that is easily correctable, the company
should try promptly to correct the situation
during the course of the inspection.

The company representative should not
volunteer information. It may be reason

able to provide certain information in
response to questiotis from an inspector,
but there is no reason to suggest new

avenues of interest that otherwise might not

be investigated.

~ The company representative should always
be scrupulously honest in everything that is
said to the inspector. It can be entirely

appropriate to tell an inspector that the
inspector has no statutory right to require
the processor to provide certain informa-
tion, and to decline to provide it, It would

be a very different matter, however, to give
the inspector a potentially devious, or
dishonest, response. The former should be
understood and respected, and can be

defended. The latter just invites trouble,
and can be a criminal offense.'"

~ Finally, always be polite. A company
representative may need to be firm in
asserting company policies or in protecting
a company's rights in some other respect,
but the representative should always
remain courteous. Personal animosity

cannot be helpful.

XII. PHOTOGRAPHS

FDA asserts that it has a right to take photo-

graphs during an inspection, and the inspector prob-
ably will argue if told not to bring a camera into the
processing establishment. The FDA Investigations
Operations Manual  IOM! includes a section instruct-
ing the inspector to insist that he/she has a right to
take photographs, and to cite particular judicial de-
cisions if a company refuses to permit photography."

However, a statement appearing earlier in the
IOM, which the inspector is unlikely to mention,
explains why FDA really wants the photographs: The
IOM tells the inspector, "Photos.... are one of the
most effective and useful forms of evidence of vio-

lations.""
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There are two judicial decisions that the in-
spector probably will cite to a processor if the pro-
cessor refuses to permit photographs:  A! United
States v. Acri 8'holesale Grocery Co. rules that if a
company permits FDA to take photographs without
objection, the photographs may be used in evidence
against the company in a criminal prosecution"; and
 B! Bow Chemical Co. v. United States upholds the
authority of Environmental Protection Agency  EPA!
inspectors to take photographs of company property
from an airplane in public airspace.'" However, it
appears that no reported judicial decision has ever
yet penalized a company~sol I for refusal to permit
photographs during an FDA inspection.

It appears that many companies routinely do
not permit photographs during an inspection. Pho-
tographs may overemphasize a particular detail in a
misleading way, or may reveal trade secret manu-
facturing procedures that the processor does not want
to release outside of its control. If the company rep-

reseritative is firm about the rnatter, the FDA inspec-

tor usually will put away his or her camera and pro-
ceed with the inspection, although he/she may re-
port that the processor has "partially refused" to per-
mit an inspection. A seafood processor should con-
sider this matter together with its own legal counsel.

XIII ~ SHIPPING RECORDS
The FDC Act provides that "persons receiv-

ing foods... in interstate commerce or holding such
articles so received," shall, upon w~ritt n request,
permit an FDA inspector...

at reasonable times, to have access to

and to copy all records ~sh win the
rn v m nt in int r tate comm r of

h h~lCh 1 f
durin or aA r suchmov ment and th

uanti shi er and consi nee thereof,"
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Accordingly, if FDA so requests ~in writin, a pro-
cessor must provide access to records concerning
interstate shipment.

However, the same section of the Act also
provides that information obtained in this manner
may not be used in a criminal prosecution against
the person from whom the iirformation was obtained
 although it may be used in a civil seizure action or
injunction!. Accordingly, if th in t r es r-
uests chinformation thee m an re r entative

should insist that the re uest be made in writin be-

fore r vidin th curnents if the processor wants

to assure itself of the protection afforded by the stat-
ute with respect to criminal prosecution.

XIV. THE "EXIT INTERVIEW"
At the completion of the inspection, the FDA

inspector usually will ask to meet with the "owner,
operator, or agent in charge." At this time, the in-
spector may provide an FDA form entitled
"Inspectional Observations"  Form FDA 483!, list-
ing observations the inspector believes are viola-
tions."

It is prudent to discuss with the inspector this
list of observations. If the company representative
does not understand an item, he or she should ask

about it. If the company representative does not agree
with a particular observation, he or she should ex-
plain his/her position. If the company has corrected
an observation of a violation during the course of
the inspection, the company representative should
tell the inspector. The inspector should be asked to
make any appropriate changes in the list of observa-
tions at this time, Also, if the company intends to
correct certain observations, this should be explained,

Even if the inspector does not amend the list of ob-
servations, he/she should include the company
representative's comments in the report of the in-
spection  the Establishment Inspection Report t EIR],
discussed in section XVI. below!. Such comments

may affect the way the inspector and his/her superi-



ors at FDA evaluate the inspection. In essence, the

company representative should try to satisfy FDA
that the processor is taking all reasonable steps to
manufacture proper seafood products.

Also, during the exit interview the FDA in-
spector should provide a "Receipt for Samples"
 Form FDA 484! for all samples taken during the
course of the inspection  unless he/she has already
provided such documentation when the samples were
taken!. At this time, the company representative
should confirm that the company has taken identical
companion samples  for its own internal evaluation
and future reference! of all articles sampled by the
inspector.

If during an exit interview the company rep-
resentative promises the inspector to make particu-
lar corrections, the company should be certain to do
as promised. The next time an FDA inspector visits
the plant, he/she can be expected to determine and
report whether promised corrections have been made,

XV. AFTER THE INSPECTION

Promptly after the inspection, appropriate
company personnel should meet to review the in-
spection. Was the company in compliance with all
significant requireme~ts of law? If not, what cor-

rective steps should be taken? Were the inspector's
"Inspectional Observations" accurate? If the com-
pany representative disagreed with the inspector's
observations during the exit interview, did the in-
spector make appropriate changes in the written list
of observations? If the inspector noted violations,
were they of such significance that some type of fol-
low-up regulatory action might be expected from the
Agency? Who in corporate management should be
advised of the inspection and its outcome?

Depending upon the nature of the
"Inspectional Observations" and the exit interview,
after the inspection the processor may want promptly
to send FDA a written response to the inspector's
list of observations, thereby making certain that the

FDA record includes a complete statement of the
processor's views.

XVI. THE "EIR"

After departing, the FDA inspector may pre-
pare a detailed Establishment Inspection Report
 EIR!. The EIR becomes FDA's primary compre-
hensive record of the inspector's visit to the firm,
and it may be reviewed by FDA compliance officers
looking for violations of Iaw.  If product samples
were taken, they may be examined in an FDA labo-

ratory. Also, labeling taken by the inspector may be
examined at FDA offices.!

A processor will, of course, be interested to

know what the inspector has said about its establish-
ment in the EIR, and the processor may obtain a copy
of the EIR by filing a Freedom of Information Act
request once FDA has closed its file on the inspec-

tion." If FDA refuses to release a copy of the EIR
concerning an inspection, the Agency may still have
an "open" file on the matter, i.e., the Agency may
still be considering whether to institute some form

of regulatory action,  In the Federal Register of
Apri114, 1997, FDA announced that, effective
April I, 1997, a copy of the "narrative portio~" of
the EIR should "routinely" be provided to an in-
spected establishment "once the agency deterinines
that the inspection is 'closed."" !

Note that EIRs are subject to release under
the Freedom of Information Act to ~an member of
the public, including competitors. Accordingly, a
seafood processor may want to review the EIR from
an inspection of the processor's estab! ishment partly
to determine whether FDA has inadvertently failed
to purge the document of any trade secret or other
confidential information before release. If a com-

pany finds FDA releasing an EIR that reveals trade
secret or other confidential information concerning
the company, the company should object to the
Agency immediately.
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XVII. FDA ANALYSES
If FDA performs laboratory analytical work

on a sample of an ingredient or finished product taken
during an inspection, the processor is entitled to a
copy of the results of analysis.4' Note that the pro-
cessor should be able to obtain such reports of analy-
ses without waiting until FDA "closes the file" con-
cerning the inspection." Thus, one may be able to
obtain analytical results before obtaining the EIR,
 If FDA performs analytical work, one generally can
also obtain from FDA a portion of the sample that
was analyzed, so that the coinpany may perform
analytical work on the same sample tested by
FDA.45!

XVIII. CONCLUSION
If FDA should conclude that an inspection

has revealed significant violations of the FDC Act
or of FDA regulations, the Agency may initiate regu-
latory action  e.gra issue a warning letter, request a
recall, or recommend a civil seizure action, an in-
junction, or even a criminal prosecution!. It is pre-
cisely because of the serious enforcement actions that
can result from an FDA inspection that it is so im-
portant for a processor to understand the governing
law and to manage such inspections with attentive
care. A seafood processor should ~never for e the
potentially serious nature of an FDA inspection.

In order to protect their rights and interests,
U,S. seafood processors should establish standard
operating procedures for the management of FDA
inspections, and affected company personnel should
be thorough]y trained to follow the procedures. It is
hoped that this manual will help U.S. seafood pro-
cessors to establish effective inspection plans.

t4 tI
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